Replication of measles virus in HeLa cells was examined by electron microscopy with ultrathin sectioning and phosphotungstic acid negative staining methods. The cytoplasmic inclusion bodies consisted of masses of helical nucleocapsid which was similar in structure to the nucleocapsid found in measles virions. The cytoplasmic helical nucleocapsid appeared to align near the HeLa cell membrane, and the membrane differentiated into the internal membrane of the viral envelope and the outer layer of the short projections. The viral particles were released by a budding process involving incorporation into the viral envelope of membrane which was contiguous to but morphologically altered from the membrane of the HeLa cells. The intranuclear inclusion bodies were composed of tubular structures similar to those found in the cytoplasmic inclusion bodies. These structures aggregated to crystalline arrangement. The relationship between nuclear inclusion body and replication of measles virus was not clear. concerning the morphological structure of measles virus and the filamentous nature of its inclusion bodies, the ultrastructural knowledge of the replication of this virus is still scant. This paper describes the electron microscopic observations of the various stages of measles virus replication and the morphological changes induced in HeLa cells.
In 1954, Enders and Peebles originally described the appearance of cytoplasmic and intranuclear inclusion bodies in cells infected in vitro with measles virus (6) . Kaliman et al. (8) and Tawara et al. (16) described the filamentous nature of the intranuclear and cytoplasmic inclusion bodies in the measles-infected HeLa cells. These filamentous fibers appeared to be tubular structures of about 15 to 20 nm in outer diameter; they seemed to occur randomly at the early stage of cellular infection and to aggregate to crystalline arrangement in the later stage (14, 15) . Baker et al. (2) reported the existence of crystallites in the nucleus of measles-infected, human amnion cells, while Nishi et al. (11) observed electron-dense, viruslike particles of 100 to 150 nm in diameter in the intranuclear vesicles of the measles-infected KB cells. Baker et al. (2) and Ruckel-Enders (13) described the presence of measles virions on infected cell membranes which suggested the replication of the virus at the cell surface.
Electron micrographs of measles virions showed diameters of 120 to 250 nm; the virions possessed a well-defined envelope which was approximately 10 nm thick (17, 18) . The envelope, which possessed short projections, enclosed the helical nucleocapsid and the capsid measured about 15 to 19 nm in diameter (12, 17, 18 (Fig. 3, 4) . The filamentous forms are observed occasionally during the examination of ultrathin sections. The viral envelope consists of membrane with short, surface projections. The internal nucleocapsid of the virion consists of interwoven tubular strands, 15 to 17 nm in diameter, and these tubular strands are seen as circular or oval rings in cross and tangental sections of the tubules (Fig. 3, 4 ).
Fine structures of infected HeLa cells. The earliest microscopic change is the occurrence of cytoplasmic inclusion bodies which are detected 18 to 20 hr after viral infection. These inclusion bodies are composed of filamentous and granular structures (Fig. 5) . Since the diameter of the granular structures corresponds to the width of the filaments, the granules probably represent cross sections of the filaments. The cytoplasmic aggregate of filamentous structures stained negatively with phosphotungstic acid is shown in Fig. 6 . Helical structures of 17 to 18 nm in width are observed in the aggregate. At higher magnification, as in Fig. 7 , the helical strands are indistinguishable from the helical nucleocapsid released from measles virion (Fig. 2) . Fragments of nucleoprotein of varying lengths are seen, some of which are in the form of rings, representing cross sections of the nucleocapsid.
The changes observed after 30 to 42 hr are characterized by alteration of the cell membrane with an increase in electron density (Fig. 8) . The altered cell membrane has similar thickness to that of the viral envelope. Collections of nucleocapsid in tubular, oval, and circular forms are observed just beneath the cell membrane ( Fig. 9-11 ). Since some of the circular and oval forms are continuous with the tubular forms (Fig. 10) , these forms may represent cross and tangental sections of the tubular forms. These similar structures, when stained with phosphotungstic acid, show helical strands similar to the nucleocapsid of the virion (Fig. 12) . In Fig. 10 , two pleomorphic particles can be seen in which the arrangement of the internal components appear helical and are arranged in a spiral extending the width of the particles.
Within 96 to 120 hr after infection, intranuclear inclusion bodies are observed in a large number of cells. These intranuclear inclusion bodies are composed of tubular structures similar to those found in the cytoplasmic inclusion bodies (Fig. 13, 14) . The inner diameter of the tubular structures is approximately 15 to 17 nm. These structures aggregate to form a crystalline arrangement. The nuclear membrane remains Parallel arrangement of nucleocapsid was observed beneath the cell membrane about 42 hr after infection. In this area, the cell membrane showed morphological alteration consisting of increased electron density. Adjacent to the collection of nucleocapsid, the cell membrane differentiated into the internal membrane of the envelope and outer layer of short projections. The newly formed electron-dense cell membrane and the viral envelope had similar thicknesses and were morphologically indistinguishable. The relationship between the nuclear inclusion body and the replication of measles virus is not clear. Actinomycin D has not been shown to inhibit measles virus replication but, instead, has some enhancing effect (1, 9) . This 
